
1. Albedo and enviroment lighting estimation
With known normal n(v) of proxy mesh Pproxy at point v, similar to Eq. 14, we can compute the radiance L emitting

from point v as:

L(v) = ρ(v)S(n(v)) = ρ(v)

n∑
i=1

liYi(n(v)), (1)

where ρ(v) denotes the surface albedo, Yi the ith basis of spherical harmonics, li the corresponding weight. By representing
albedo with BFM parameters, we have:

L(v) = (avalb +Evalb · γ)
n∑
i=1

liYi(n(v)), (2)

with avalb and Evalb being the mean and principle component albedo at vertex v. We use the first nine harmonic basis and
rewrite in matrix form:

L(v) = (avalb +Evalb · γ)Hv · l (3)

where Hv =

1 0 0
0 1 0
0 0 1

 ⊗ [Y1(n(v)) · · · Y9(n(v))
]

and l =
[
l11, · · · l19, l21, · · · l29, l31, · · · l39

]T
. Ac-

cordingly, a reconstructed face image Irecon can be represented by

Irecon = (aalb +Ealb · γ)� (H · l) (4)

where H =
[
HT
v1 , · · · , HT

vn

]T
, and H ∈ R3n×27.

We estimate lighting and albedo by minimizing the following energy function on the illumination coefficients l and the
albedo parameters γ.

E(l,γ) = ‖Iinput − Irecon‖22 (5)

where Iinput is the intensity value at pixels where vertices re-project to input image. In order to achieve a reliable estimation,
in our implementation, we first use a self-adaptive mask to select vertices that have reliable normals with which to apply the
optimization. We adopt an iterative optimization scheme similar to [5]. The complete algorithm is shown in Algorithm 1
where M, ξ1, ξ2 are termination threshold. They are set as 50, 0.05 and 50 in our experiments.

Algorithm 1 lighting and albedo estimation
Require: Iinput,H,aalb,Ealb,M, ξ1, ξ2, i = 0
Ensure: l,γ = argminl,γ E(l,γ)

1: i← 0
2: γ ← 0
3: while i ≤M do
4: l← argminl ‖Iinput − (aalb +Ealb · γ)� (H · l)‖22
5: δI ← Iinput − (aalb +Ealb · γ)� (H · l)
6: δγ ← argminδγ ‖δI − (Ealb · δγ)� (H · l)‖22
7: γ ← γ + δγ
8: i← i+ 1
9: if ‖δγ‖22 < ξ1 or ‖δI‖22 < ξ2 then return l,γ

10: return l,γ
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Figure 1. A preview of our dataset. Top row: Multi-view and photometric stereo images. Middle row: facial scan reconstruction and detail
extraction. Third row: a subset of our facial scans.

3. Additional Results
The following test images are selected from related papers and AffectNet dataset [2], which we select based on less

occlusion and high image resolution (width/height > 1500px). Our detail-synthesized models exhibit realistic details that
outperform state-of-the-art methods.
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Figure 2. Comparisons of Pix2vertex [3], FPD [1], Extreme3D [4] and ours.



Figure 3. Sample results of our method.



Figure 4. Sample results of our method.



Figure 5. Sample results of our method.


